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Welcome to the 40th Edition of our Newsletter. The committee has kept its promise to keep members
informed of what has happened and what is going to happen within our community Volunteer 
Salmon Hatchery. 

Firstly we must acknowledge the sponsors who are currently actively sponsoring our Organisation. 
These are in no particular order, Morven Glenavy Ikawai Irrigation Company, Oceania/ Yili 
Dairy Ltd, and the Waitaki Irrigators collective.  These sponsors assist us in the sponsorship of 
the bulk of the fish food that is required for the running of our operation. Without this support ,fish 
food would almost be unaffordable. 

WE must also acknowledge the main sponsors of the past, whom we have not called upon for 
assistance. They are ; Meridian Energy Community fund, The former Glenavy-Waitaki Bridge 
Salmon Association ( formerly the Salmon fishing competition ), Youthtown, Pub Charity, Otago 
Community Trust, Dean and Associates, and the Waimate District Council Community Fund. These 
sponsors have been instrumental in the formation of our Organisation. 

There are a further 30 organisations, too many to individually recognise,  who have assisted us in 
the past, either supplying us with product or greatly reduced contract rates . You are all appreciated 
and we thank you for your support. 

Last but not least we must thank and acknowledge our dwindling volunteers who have given of 
their time to ensure that our operation runs smoothly, and the fundraising keeps chuging on. 

Please remember that as part of our fundraising we are collecting Battreys. Thanks to those 
members who have delivered or collected  batteries on our behalf. In the last 3 months we have had 
three, bulk loads of used batteries arrive.  Thank you Russell Goodsir, Murray Hanson and Sid 
Campbell, and Alan from the Glenavy Motor camp.  We must also thank the members who 
anonymously drop of the batteries at the battery pile. We don't know who you are but thank you, 
your donation is appreciated. 

Dry firewood is still available. Please support the fundraising. 

Most important, the fish. Our Rising three year olds (R3YO) are doing well. Those that have 
viewed them in the past month have described them as “Amaising and incedible”.Feeding is a 
frenzie and awesome to watch. The fish food we are using is 9mm pellets which float. This is great 
as wastage is reduced to almost nil. These fish have about 700gms of feed every 1.5hrs These are 
the fish that we will be obtaining the eggs and milt from, in and May. We have about 270 of these 
fish and we will require 64 females to fill our incubators, about 130,000 eggs.  

We will need volunteers to help with the collecting of eggs and milt. This will be a very 
interesting exercise . Please if you can help out, let Linn, Trevor or Noel know, so we can advise of 
the dates and timing. Wet weather gear will be essential. 

Our Rising 2 year olds, ( R2YO), are also doing well. There are 400 of these and they are being fed 
4mm feed pellets. They are also aggressive feeders but nothing like the R3YO. 

Our Rising 1 year olds(R1YO) appear to be doing well , you cannot see them in the discoloured 
water but on feeding, you can see a mass of silver flashes. 



The above photograph is one of the R3YO Brood stock. Photo supplied by N. Simpson. 

As described in the last newsletter, we had about 1000 salmon fry in the large stainless steel trough 
at welcome stream. On the 15th January these where sample weighed and were found to have an 
average weight of 25gms. These where transported to bells pond in three trips because of the size of
the fish. 350 fish made the first trip. As the transporter was being set up at the new Raceway at bells
pond, the aerator motor cut out and the fish where huridly dropped into the raceway. Three died and
several where affected by lack of oxygen. After the motor was serviced and a second spare motor 
was obtained, the next group of fish where transported.  Unfortunately  the aerator motor of the first
trip cut out The back up motor was started and the trip was continued. The second motor died 
1.5km from the raceway. As a result some 300 fish died before being placed in the raceway. 
Transportation was ceased for the motors to be checked out again. The next day the remaining 284 
fish where transported without incident. 

As a result of these incidents involving the transporting of the fish, we started to have a series of 
unexplained deaths. Fish where dying every day , in the new raceway. The fish where checked for 
all the known diseases for salmon but nothing was found. Fish experts have concluded that the fish 
succumed to “stress” related to oxygen starvation. We have lost approximately 700 fish as a result. 

As a consequence of this failure , we have purchased a specialised fish Transporter aerator from 
America.This is purpose built, it is 12v from a vehicle. This aerator, operates at a rate of 45gal/per 
min , (180 l/m). We are now looking at alternatives for a fish tank capable of holding about 1,000 
litres .  Consideration of a plastic tank of that volume was considered but this was deemed 
unsuitable and the flange joint would be too flexible and break or leak uncontrollably. A stainless 
steel tank is being looked at, and as this goes to print, an opportunity for a tank has arrisen at 
Reitvelt Ltd, Dunedin.  

The AGM will be held on Tuesday the 29th March at 7.30 at the Glenavy Hall. Supper will not 
be provided as we have to comply with the covid restrictions. Members attending will be seated 
over a meter apart , and are asked to wear masks. Please make an effort to attend. We know the 
times are tough but we need your attendance for the continuation of the hatchery. 

This news letter is sponsored by Oamaru Sports and Outdoors. Please when you are looking for 
supplies etc, visit Richard and his team.  



 

  
 


